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New Recommended Practices for 
Anti-retaliation Programs 

In the wake of OSHA’s new electronic injury and illness reporting 
and anti-retaliation rules, the Department of Labor (DOL) recently 
released new recommended practices for anti-retaliation programs. 

OSHA currently maintains 22 whistleblower protection laws that are 
designed to protect employees from retaliation. According to the 
DOL, its recommendations should help employers to comply with 
these laws and create workplaces in which employees feel 
comfortable voicing concerns and reporting injuries and illnesses. 
The DOL also outlined the five most important traits of any anti-
retaliation program: 

1. Anti-retaliation training for employees and managers 

2. Management leadership, commitment and accountability 

3. A system for listening to and resolving employees’ safety 
and compliance concerns 

4. A system for receiving and responding to reports of 
retaliation 

5. Program oversight 

The DOL stated that the new recommended practices are only 
advisory in nature, and don’t create or alter any obligations created 
by OSHA standards and regulations. 

For more information on OSHA’s new rules and anti-retaliation 
programs, contact us at 800-724-0695 today. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

February marks the time of year when employers must post their OSHA 
Form 300A Injury/Illness logs in areas where employee notices are 
usually placed. All covered employers must post their logs for 2016 
beginning on Feb. 1, and they must remain posted until April 30. The 
summary must list the total number of job-related injuries and illnesses 
that occurred during 2016 and were logged on the OSHA 300 Form. 
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Most Cyber Attacks in 2016 Caused 
by Ransomware and DDoS Attacks 

According to a recent report from Radware, a leading cyber security 
provider, nearly half of all surveyed businesses experienced a 
ransomware attack in 2016. Ransomware is a type of attack where 
an organization is “locked out” of its computer network until a 
financial ransom is payed, usually with the anonymous and digital 
bitcoin currency. 

The report also showed that cyber criminals frequently used the 
threat of a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack to elicit a 
bitcoin ransom. These attacks slow down a target server until it is 
rendered useless, often leading to prolonged business interruptions. 

What’s worse is that these types of attacks are relatively easy for 
criminals to perform, and are often automated by using malware or 
bots. Additionally, Radware found that 40 percent of respondents 
don’t have a cyber incident response plan in place to counteract 
ransomware and DDoS attacks. 

The report also made a number of predictions for cyber attacks in 
2017, which included the creation of new types of DDoS attacks, 
more targeted ransomware attacks and the increased prevalence of 
politically-motivated cyber attacks. 

Cyber Crime Evidence Connected to 
Russia Found in a Vermont Electric 
Utility System 

U.S. intelligence agencies recently announced that they have 
discovered computer code on a laptop at a Vermont-based electric 
utility that can be connected to Russia. Russian sources have also 
been accused of influencing the most recent presidential election 
through cyber attacks, although it’s currently unknown if the two 
events are connected. 

Experts believe that the discovery of malicious code on a utility 
provider’s computer network is troubling, as hackers could then gain 
control of and disrupt utilities on a large scale. However, there is no 
evidence that the code discovered on the electrical utility’s laptop 
compromised its systems or customer information. 

Major Climate 
Disasters Caused $46 
Billion in Damage in 
2016 

Although severe weather is likely every 
year, there were 15 separate climate 
disasters in 2016 that led to at least $1 
billion in damage. That’s the second most 
severe weather events in one year since 
the National Centers for Environmental 
Information (NCEI) began tracking the 
costs of storms in 1980. 

According to an annual report from the 
NCEI, various floods, droughts, wildfires, 
hurricanes and severe thunderstorms led 
to approximately $46 billion in total 
damage last year. Additionally, this 
amount doesn’t account for losses due to 
the loss natural resources, health care 
costs or loss of life. 

Climate-related disasters of any kind can 
have a large impact on businesses. Even if 
your business makes it through a storm 
relatively intact, damage to your vendors 
or your area’s infrastructure can lead to 
substantial business interruption. For help 
preparing for a severe storm, contact your 
partner at Marshall & Sterling Upstate, 
Inc.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Report Predicts Escalation of Cyber Attacks 
in 2017 

A new report makes five major predictions about 
how cyber attacks will escalate in number and 
severity in 2017. 

New Malware Campaign Affects 1 Million 
Google Accounts 

A malware campaign downloads unauthorized 
apps onto a user’s device in order to generate 
advertisement revenue. 

Authorities Shut Down Cyber Crime Ring 
A large group of hackers called the Avalanche 
network has been shut down by authorities in the 
United States and the European Union (EU). 

 

Report Predicts Escalation of Cyber 
Attacks in 2017 
According to a recent report from Experian, a global information services group, 
businesses can expect to see an increase in the number and severity of cyber 
attacks in 2017. The report also predicts that a large number of politically-
motivated cyber attacks near the end of 2016 will escalate into a larger cyber attack 
conflict, and that businesses in the financial, security and health care industries will 
be the most frequently targeted. 

Major Predictions 

As a part of the report, Experian made five major predictions for cyber attacks in 
2017: 

• Password breaches will contribute to the abandonment of the password 
as a security measure. Although the theft of login IDs and passwords 
constitutes a short-term threat, the report states that cyber criminals 
continue to sell passwords long after they are stolen. And, as businesses 
and consumers are lured into a false sense of security after their 
password is unknowingly stolen, passwords alone will begin to fall out of 
favor. Instead, the report emphasizes that two-factor identification—
where two separate pieces of authentication evidence are required—
should be used by businesses to defend against cyber attacks. 

• New, sophisticated attacks will continue to target the health care 
industry. Because medical identities and information remains relatively 
easy to access and profitable for hackers, the health care industry will 
continue to be a target in 2017. The report also states that large 
establishments, such as hospital networks, will continue to face threats 
like ransomware, a type of attack where an organization is “locked out” 
until a financial ransom is payed. 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued from previous page) 

• Politically-motivated and state-sponsored attacks will become more 
common. The large number of high-profile cyber attacks at the end of 
2016, along with the accusation that many of the attacks were state-
sponsored, may lead to businesses being affected by the collateral 
damage of these attacks. Additionally, the report predicts that such 
attacks will only grow as politically-motivated hackers seek retaliation 
against others. 

• Hackers will focus on payment-based attacks, despite new credit card 
security measures. Although the switch to EMV chip cards and the PIN 
liability shift were expected to protect against payment breaches, uneven 
adoption could lead to additional cyber exposures in 2017. Additionally, 
criminals are beginning to use sophisticated skimming machines to steal 
card data at physical retail and ATM locations. 

• International data breaches will cause major problems for multinational 
businesses. The loss of consumers’ data is a large problem if it occurs in 
just one country, but multinational businesses must also deal with ever-
changing regulations in all of their markets. The United States, EU, 
Australia and Canada have all passed new regulations that will force 
businesses to re-evaluate their cyber security plans.  

New Malware Campaign Affects 1 
Million Google Accounts 
A malware campaign called Googlian has breached over 1 million Android devices, 
and continues to affect approximately 13,000 devices every day. The malware is 
capable of stealing a user’s authentication, which allows it to gain access to 
personal data from Google Play, Gmail, Google Photos and other platforms. 

Googlian uses a Trojan horse attack, in which the malware poses as a legitimate 
app that is downloaded onto a user’s device. However, Googlian uses the data on a 
user’s phone effectively as a marketing scheme, and surreptitiously downloads 
additional apps onto the device. And, although Googlian has not yet targeted 
personal information for profit, advertisements located in the apps generate 
revenue for the hackers. 

Google has stated that the Googlian apps come from third-party app stores, and 
not the company’s official Google Play store. As a result, Android users should 
delete any third-party apps from their devices and only download apps from the 
official store. 

Research Shows that Overcompensation for 
Cyber Attacks Can Backfire 

Research conducted by the Sam M. Walton College 
of Business and the Billingsley Chair of Information 
Systems has shown that consumers are often 
suspicious when they are given too much 
compensation following a cyber attack. 

The research noted that because it can be difficult 
to ascertain the exact costs of a cyber attack, 
offering appropriate compensation to consumers 
can be just as challenging. 

For example, in 2013, a cyber attack against Target 
affected 110 million customers. After the attack had 
been resolved, Target offered customers a 10 
percent discount on purchases—an offer that was 
met favorably. However, the research found that 
customers grew suspicious when the company also 
offered free credit monitoring as reimbursement. 

Authorities Shut Down Cyber Crime Ring 

Authorities in the United States and EU recently 
shut down a network of hackers known as the 
Avalanche network. The group had operated since 
at least 2010 and targeted more than 500,000 
computers with a variety of cyber attacks. 

The Avalanche network was also used as a platform 
to distribute and purchase malware for a variety of 
purposes—though the network was mostly used to 
steal online banking information or to install 
ransomware on various computer systems. 

It was recently revealed that a state prosecutor’s 
office in Pennsylvania was targeted by one of the 
Avalanche network’s ransomware attacks and was 
forced to pay $1,400 in bitcoin to release its 
infected computer network. However, it’s unknown 
if the cyber crime ring targeted additional 
government agencies. Five known members of the 
group are currently facing charges in numerous 
countries. 
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 A strong workplace safety 
culture is especially 

important during the 
winter months when cold 

weather is a threat to 
outdoor workers. 

Winter Worker Safety 
Tips 
Worker safety is a concern year-
round, yet special precautions should 
be taken during the winter months. 
 

Benefits of a Smoke-free 
Workplace 
Tobacco usage is the most 
preventable cause of death globally. 
A smoke-free workplace benefits all 
employees.  

A monthly safety newsletter from 
Marshall & Sterling Insurance 

Email Us 
 

Winter Worker Safety Tips 
Winter weather can create various hazards that include slippery 
surfaces and roads, strong winds and frigid temperatures. These 
conditions can promote an increase in workplace accidents that 
include hypothermia, frostbite and falls. However, many of those 
injuries can be prevented with the right preparation and presence of 
mind.  

Prevention techniques are most effective when everyone in the 
organization makes safety a priority. The following measures can help 
keep you safe at work during the winter months: 

• Keep walkways, stairways and other work areas clear of hazards, 
such as water on floors and snow on sidewalks. 

• For hazardous areas that cannot be addressed immediately, mark 
them with temporary signs or barricades to warn others. 

• If working in a cold climate, wear footwear with heavy treads for 
increased traction, and make yourself visible to drivers by wearing 
a bright vest or jacket.  

• Recognize the signs of hypothermia and frostbite.  

• Determine controls to reduce hazards, such as relocating or 
removing dangerous environmental factors.  
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Benefits of a Smoke-free Workplace 

According to a recent World Health 
Organization (WHO) study, smoking costs 
the global economy more than $1 trillion 
per year in health care costs and lost 
productivity. Furthermore, the number of 
tobacco-related deaths is projected to 
increase from 6 million to 8 million annually 
by 2030.  

Tobacco usage is the most preventable 
cause of death globally. Still, the number of 
smokers worldwide is rising. Employees who 
smoke not only put their own health at risk, 
but also risk the health of their co-workers 
through secondhand smoke.  

There are numerous benefits to having a 
smoke-free workplace, including the 
following: 

• A smoke-free workplace reduces the risk 
of lung cancer for smokers and for those 
exposed to secondhand smoke 
(exposure increases the risk of lung 
cancer by 12-19 percent). 

 

• Being smoke-free reduces the risks of 
heart disease, stroke and upper 
respiratory infections. 

• A smoke-free workforce helps your 
company’s bottom line, since employees 
who smoke cost their employers 
significantly more in medical 
expenditures, property insurance and 
workers’ compensation than 
nonsmoking employees.   

• Health insurance rates for nonsmokers 
are about one-and-a-half times lower 
than the rates for smokers. 

• Employees who do not smoke take 
fewer sick days. Smokers miss an 
average of 6.2 days per year as a result 
of illness, whereas nonsmokers only 
miss an average of 3.9 days.  

• Nonsmokers tend to have more energy, 
improved focus, whiter teeth, fresher 
breath, and increased senses of smell 
and taste. 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIFE 

5 Tips for Hiring the Right 
Babysitter 
Finding a babysitter that you trust with the care and 
protection of your children can be difficult. And the added 
pressure of choosing someone who gets along well with 
your loved ones is especially daunting. 

Thankfully, the following tips can help simplify the 
babysitter-selection process: 

1. Hire a sitter who is at least 16 years of age.  

2. Ensure that the sitter has taken CPR and other 
relevant courses. 

3. Invite the sitter to spend time with you and your 
children before you hire him or her for the job. This 
will allow your children to acclimate and give you 
some insight into how the sitter interacts with your 
family. 

4. Conduct a thorough interview and double-check 
references. Be sure to ask questions related to 
experience, availability and cooking ability. 

5. Trust your gut. Oftentimes, you will be able to get a 
good sense of what a person is like in the first 10 
minutes of meeting him or her. If your instincts are 
telling you something, it’s best to follow them. 

When interviewing candidates, it’s good to keep the 
information of one or two backup sitters in case your top 
choice falls through.  
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HOME 

The Importance of Fire Escape Plans 
Time is your biggest enemy when escaping from a burning building. In 
less than 30 seconds, a small flame can get completely out of control 
and can turn into a major fire. 

Proper planning may mean the difference between life and death. 
When creating a fire escape plan, incorporate the following elements: 

• Use the back of your hand to feel the top of the door, the 
doorknob and the crack between the door and the frame to 
make sure that the fire is not directly outside. If the door feels 
hot, use a secondary exit. If the door feels cool, brace yourself 
against it and open it slowly.  

• Do not waste any time trying to save your personal property. 
Instead, take the safest exit route. 

• If you must escape through smoke, crawl low under the 
smoke and cover your mouth.  

• Establish a meeting place outside of the home where 
everyone knows to go once they are safely out. Designate one 
person to go to a neighbor’s house to call the fire department. 

• Never go back into a burning home for any reason.  

Every member of your family should practice the escape plan each 
month both in the light and in the dark so that everyone knows how 
to get out of the house. 

 

AUTO 

Fuel Pump Safety 
Though fuel pump accidents are rare, it is important to be aware of 
the inherent dangers of filling your tank. To avoid potential fueling 
hazards, follow these safety guidelines: 

• Turn off your engine before beginning to refuel. 

• Never smoke, light matches or use lighters when refueling at 
the pump or when you are using gasoline anywhere else. 

• Stay outside of your vehicle while you are refueling in case 
something goes wrong and you need to press the emergency 
stop button. 

• Never use your cellphone or other electronic devices while 
filling up your tank. Static electricity from the device can cause 
the fuel to ignite when phones or other devices light up when 
they ring. 

In the event that static electricity does cause a fire to occur, leave the 
nozzle in the fill pipe and move away from your vehicle. Then, notify 
the station attendant immediately so he or she can rectify the 
problem and call for assistance. 

 

Snow Shoveling Safety 
Snow removal is critical to ensuring the 
safety of pedestrians using your walkways. 
However, shoveling is a strenuous activity—
one that requires good form and 
precaution. 
 
To stay safe when shoveling, keep in mind 
the following: 
 

• Warm up and stretch before 
shoveling. 

• Shovel at a slow pace to avoid 
overexerting yourself. 

• Push snow instead of lifting it. 

• Bend from your knees and not your 
back. 

• Avoid twisting when lifting. 

Keep in mind that shoveling can be very 
stressful on the heart. Be sure to stop 
shoveling and call 911 if you experience 
chest discomfort, shortness of breath, 
dizziness or nausea.  

 


